
Dugmore is politicking 

I have known Cameron Dugmore for years and regard him a good person who is being forced into 
dirty politicking. 

The headline “Dugmore warns city as families refuse to move” is unfortunate. By threatening a vital 
transport artery Dugmore is politicking and doing locals a disservice.  

His defence of non-payers who live in a middle class suburb at ratepayer’s expense is shameful when 
compared with millions of others who live in poverty. Of the 26 families 18 owe R4.5 million in arrears.  

On Tuesday 2nd Feb in our monthly Finance Portfolio meeting I asked why these arrears were not 
collected and why this issue was raised now. Senior DA councillors and city officials could not 
respond. Since Cape Town does not have gold and diamond mines the only way to recover costs is 
by increasing rates, water, electricity etc. on those who do pay. 

Since the ANC plainly does not have a comprehensive election campaign strategy for Cape Town, 
may I suggest the following? Instead of aiming at issues that has great media value but produce 
limited positive results, rather focus on genuine effort that has results. 

Example, the DA for unknown reasons allowed squatter camps to mushroom in suburbs like Bo-Kaap 
and Kensington etc. Ratepayers in the suburbs are tormented by villains who live and visit the camps. 
Since the squatters and ratepayers mostly vote DA in any case, by removing the squatters and 
limiting criminality perhaps ratepayers will be grateful and vote differently. 

I have, on many occasions spoken to senior DA leaders about moving the squatter camps but have 
been ignored. Perhaps if Dugmore as an ANC leader highlights the issue to the media, something will 
happen. Please note that there are no squatter camps in historic white suburbs so there is a racial 
angle which is a favourite ANC topic.  

Also forget the Wynberg MyCiTi issue and focus on the drug dealing, filth and chaos at Wynberg taxi 
rank and train station. Organise a meeting with PRASA and the police which are both ANC controlled. 

In the words of the wise, words without progressive actions have no value. 

Cllr Yagyah Adams 

Cape Muslim Congress 


